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SSD-1
Patented Solid-State Destroyer

SPECIFICATIONS
Ordering Information SSD-1: North America

SSD-1A: LATAM
SSD-1E: APAC, EMEA

Certification/Listings Patented • TAA compliant

Destruction Verification SCAN-1X • IRONCLAD compatible

Media SSD*, flash drives, USB thumb drives, mobile 
phones**, SSHD controller boards

Throughput (per hour) 180-720 pieces per hour (depending on media size)

Destruction Chamber 
Dimensions (HxWxD)

0.5 x 3 x 6 (in.)
13.2 x 73.7 x 152.4 (mm)

Destruction Chamber 
Capacity

One standard SSD, multiple flash USB thumb drives, 
one mobile phone** or one SSHD controller board

Weight 8.3 lbs. (3.8 kg)

Overall Dimensions
(HxWxD)

2.8 x 4.8 x 6.8 (in.)
71.1 x 121.9 x 173.4 (mm)

Warranty Ninety-day manufacturer’s limited warranty
Made in the USA By Garner Products, Inc.

PD-5 with SSD-1 in the destruction chamber

Create the ultimate destruction package by adding solid-state 
destruction capability to your PD-5. Garner’s  patented SSD-1 
ensures secure destruction of data stored on solid-state media, 
flash drives, USB thumb drives, mobile phones and SSHD (solid-
state hybrid drives) controller boards. 

The nickel-plated SSD-1 has 90 spikes to puncture, perforate, 
and waffle media, demolishing the individual memory chips and 
preventing data from being retrieved.

Patented Solid-State Destroyer

Package Includes
• SSD-1 solid state media destroyer
• (5) SSD media transport sleeves (SSD-MT)

Heavy-duty outer shell and interior foam padding 
protect equipment from damage during transit. 

Mil-SPEC Shipping Case

The SSD-MT sleeves hold smaller flash and thumb drives 
when using the SSD-1 solid-state destroyer. 

Solid-State Media Transport Sleeves
Add the IRONCLAD Integrated Auditing System. IRONCLAD captures 
a JPG image of the media and automatically generates a certificate 
of erasure and destruction, including the crush depth of the PD-5 
physical destroyer. 

IRONCLAD® Verification

* Enterprise SSDs must have all rack mounts and metal casings removed 
prior to destruction.

** All items must have the battery removed prior to destruction.


